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been an exciting time for the development team at
Obscuris! There have been a lot of changes to our
projects, releases, and public updates, so it’s time to
compile the knowledge we’ve gained over the past
year and share what we’ve learned. Obscuris: KeywordBased Developer Tools First off, Obscuris is a
development environment that allows you to add new
commands, extensions, and plugins to make your
development environment more powerful. It’s very
similar to IDEs like Visual Studio, MonoDevelop, and
Xamarin Studio, but it allows you to be more flexible
with what you add and configure. Our development
environment was built from the ground up to be
extremely easy to use and quick to get started.
Obscuris has been written using the latest technology
and frameworks to reduce the barrier to entry for
beginners. You can choose your own settings, choose
the parts of Obscuris that you want, and customize
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your build. You’re no longer limited to what the IDE
already comes with. In this edition of our new updates,
we’ll highlight the latest features and plugins added to
Obscuris. The Future Of Obscuris We’re hard at work
on our next edition of Obscuris. This will introduce
new features that will allow you to see at a glance what
commands and plugins are currently installed on your
project, as well as some exciting new commands and
extensions. You’ll also have the ability to personalize
your Obscuris build on any project. Want to see a list
of files on your project? Want to see your active
breakpoints? Want
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